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Drain the ocean video guide answers

Edit More Edit In this National Geographic special, we're looking at what most call the Last Frontier. Using the latest data collected by scientists from around the world and the latest advances in computer imaging, we can explore some of the most dramatic landscapes the Earth has to offer. From the highest mountain to
the cracks that would cover entire countries, the ocean floor is truly a sight to behold. Author: Serberus Plot Summary Ocean ocean floor Tsunami satellite image View all (37) Certificate: See all the Certificates Parents' Guide: Add content recommendations for parents Edit first lines Avery Brooks - narrator: An alien world
of landscapes, the existence of which you never dreamed of: vast mountain ranges, endless plains, stormy volcanoes. But it is not an alien planet; it's our own world. These are the landscapes of the ocean floor, usually covered with kilometers of water. But around the world, scientists map the seabed, collect data and
build a picture of the area below the surface. We have combined the latest scientific data with specially designed computer animation software for ... Read more Edit Discovery Channel Canada Release Date: 9 August 2009 (USA) Read more Also known as: Drain the Ocean: See What Lies Under Our Seas More
Burning Gold Productions, National Geographic Channel Read more Runtime: 88 mins 120 min Aspect Ratio: 16:9 HD See the full technical specification 1 win. Read more about the awards Learn more Edit by scanning places on the ocean floor where wrecks, treasures and even cities lie, the show tries to answer how
they look, how they got there, and if they hide any secrets. Plot Summary History Mystery Parents Guide: Add content advisory for parents Edit Season 1 episodes have been cut and recompiled in various specials that focused on certain topics, the titles of these episodes have been, Sunken Cities, Treasures of the
Deep, Sunken Warships, Stormy Seas, Sabotage on the High Seas, America's Sunken Shores, Deep Water Disasters View More User Reviews Underwater scans show the whereabouts of an Australian warship Sydney sank by a ploy of Nazi tactics. (02:02) The wreck of a passenger cargo ship was discovered in the
Gulf of Mexico, sunk by a Nazi submarine in World War II. (02:17) Archaeologist Stella Demeschica and historian Michael Scott determine the cargo of an ancient Greek ship. (02:28) Hironobu Kahn scans the Yonaguni Monument. Using this data, you can drain the ocean. (03:33)
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